Young Adult Fiction – Fantasy Booklist

- The Afterward – Johnston, E.K.
- Beneath the Citadel – Soria, Destiny
- Black Wings Beating – London, Alex
- Blanca & Roja – McLemore, Anna-Marie
- The Boneless Mercies – Tucholke, April Genevieve
- The Brilliant Death – Capetta, Amy Rose
- Caraval – Garber, Stephanie
- The Cold is in Her Bones – Van Arsdale, Peternelle
- Courting Darkness – LaFevers, Robin
- The Cruel Prince – Black, Holly
- A Curse So Dark and Lonely – Kemmerer, Brigid
- Echo North – Meyer, Joanna Ruth
- An Ember in the Ashes – Tahir, Sabaa
- Enchantee – Trelease, Gita
- Ever the Hunted – Summerill, Erin
- For a Muse of Fire – Heilig, Heidi
- Forest of a Thousand Lanterns – Dao, Julie C.
- The Gilded Wolves - Chokshi, Roshani
- The Girl King – Yu, Mimi
- Girls of Paper and Fire – Ngan, Natasha
- Grim Lovelies – Shepherd, Megan
- King of Scars – Bardugo, Leigh
- Labyrinth Lost – Cordova, Zoraida
- The Light Between Worlds – Weymouth, Laura E.
- Mirage – Daud, Somaiya
- The Reader: Sea of Ink and Gold – Chee, Traci
- Salt – Moskowitz, Hannah
- Strange the Dreamer – Taylor, Laini
- Three Dark Crowns – Blake, Kendare
- The Waking Forest – Wees, Alyssa
- Warcross – Lu, Marie
- We Rule the Night – Bartlett, Claire Eliza
- We Set the Dark on Fire – Mejia, Tehlor Kay
- White Stag – Barbieri, Kara
- A Winter’s Promise – Dabos, Christelle
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